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Australia - New Zealand Closer Economic Relations—Trade Agreement (ANZCERT)

The Supplement to the New Zealand Gazette of Thursday, 14 July 1983 (dated Friday, 15 July 1983) detailed the official results of the ANZCERT tender round of Tendered Exclusive Australian Licences (TEALS).

The Government has decided that the balance of unallocated TEALS will be made available on the following basis:

— Any interested business enterprise (including manufacturers) to be eligible to apply for the available licence. Applications to be submitted in writing to—
  Mr J. P. Diamond,
  Executive Officer,
  General Industries Directorate,
  Department of Trade and Industry,
  Private Bag,
  Wellington.

— Closing date for applications 8 September 1983.
— Allocation to be by tender unit size, with no restriction on the number of units an applicant may apply for.
— Applicants to quote tender number(s) and item code(s) as set out in the TEALS results in the Supplement to the New Zealand Gazette of 15 July and to specify the number of unallocated tender units applied for per item code.
— Where valid applications are less than the total amount available per item code, each applicant would receive the amount applied for and the balance would remain unallocated, but available on demand through the currency of the import licensing period, i.e., until 30 June 1984.
— Where valid applications exceed the total amount available per item code, the licence available to be allocated in three tiers, i.e.:
  (i) First preference will be given to those firms who bid for TEALS.
  (ii) Second preference will be given to manufacturers who sought MEALS.
  (iii) Third preference will be given to new applicants.
At each stage, a ballot system would be adopted where more licence is sought than is available.
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